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In the latest years this war with the enemy has went in the deep. After the millenium the enemy
stopped joking like they were doing with the "After Hitler" generation (Baby boomers and such)
and they went forth with more obvious social planning. The After Hitler generation was plated in
'first of a time' comforts, was capable of ownership, and generally the matrix was very loose
since of what happened in Germany before. Nobody wanted people to question the winners.
The jew world order was scarred. Even the president of the US Kennedy and others honored
Hitler in the private.
Essentially in the 80's started the race to displace people in their own homeland, and the
general more considerate jewish planning. The academic commanding for "Multiculturalism"
began in the 80's to 90's, in the silent at first. By 2012 this started accumulating to dangerous
extents obvious by everyone. Now the more we progress the jews just claim they want to move
the whole 3rd world into the West.
We are in 2018 now, almost 2019. The jews want to impose their agenda. Time only works
against them now because of the internet and mass awakening. They are possibly even out of
time at this point. The dawn of the 21st century came with the claims on the micro-chipping of
humans, mass surveillance never thought before prior, a total death of privacy, and also, the
furthering of the jewish agenda to the point it's literally in the open now. 5 jewish companies own
almost the whole of circulating wealth of the planet.
Anyone who is not a braindead vegetable pacifist, or a retard, can understand that this war is
very crucial to the future of humanity. There are people in power who want to mongrelize the
whole earth, who suffocate people and whole nations financially, and other who want to make
humans into hive minded borgs. If one looks at society in non NPC mode, which considers
everything "Normal" as it comes, one will see the situation is not good at all.
On the back side of all this, we have the earth which slowly is giving in due to pollution,
overpopulation, and artificial creation of things like global warming. Some people say global
warming is a hoax, but I believe at least 50% of it is true. 50% is artificial and human created,
the other aspect of this is that overpopulation creates the needed necessary life conditions for
the people who are 'more' into this world. By huge coincidence, all ufologists also state that
reptilians cannot really go around the earth freely simply because the atmosphere is not warm
enough. And that they need things like an assumed 80 degrees Celsius, in which, all humans
would melt like jello and overhead. Reptiles in nature in general need similar hot and dry
conditions. Greys on the other hand when they come to the earth they seem to be unable to
survive outside the spaceship for a very long time either.
So if one pays attention the world is going in three places.
1. Technological slavery.
2. A mongrelization - bastardization process.
3. A shifting of climate.
4. A hiving of all 'religions' into believing in 'one god'.

Since we are so crazy and superstitious we just quote all Rabbis or the UFO religionist "RAEL"
which just says explicitly that they want to deliver the world to the "Coming Borg". These are not
superstitious according to the soulless Goyim NPC's, and as such, these people are not even
questioned. And that for this reason all the above has to be achieved for the "Returning" of
these aliens, so they can take over the planet.
But I guess we are the superstitious and these people are perfectly normal. This is why I spit in
the face of all NPC's who are eager to call us 'farfetched' and 'insane', but they shut up to the
plans of those in the rule, who, do all sorts of absurdities and all sorts of other bizarre things, or
EXPLICITLY say their motivations for earth, aliens etc, but call the JoS "strange" of a teaching.
Yea, very strange. But the governments of the world just plan to put microchips in the brains of
human cattle. That is perfectly normal. Same as the fact normal people are surveilled 24/7. All
normal things.
But a thing as a 'Soul' strikes the NPC's with serious NPC skepticism... Because Nathanael
Goldberg, reads his torah, does his tefilin, and meditates and studies for 5-6 hours a day, but
wrote a thesis on how the Gentiles do not have a soul in Yale Jewniversity.
This is not a joke, and when one puts two and two together, there is no time to delay.
There are physical agents of this process and we must fight them spiritually, as we here, and
they are here. Same as they are sent on a mission by their rulers, we are also sent on a mission
by our own spiritual beings to stop this process and halt it.
So far it has been going good for our side too. The internet, the rights of humans are elevated,
knowledge is elevating, and people are waking up. But these are only figments of the efforts
done before.
Lastly this is wartime, and this is spiritual war. There will be hatred, there will be curses. There
will be moments of unease and other things. But so long people follow the practices, stay close
to the Gods, not only we will keep winning this war, but we will personally advance on a level
beyond anyone else who will not participate in this war. Your life will also advance as simply, the
enemy will hate you no matter if you hate them back or not.
So the better and more conscious choice here is to go against them while you still can. There
are forces in this universe that don't want you (or anyone else) to advance. Just open the bible
to see which these forces are and open the revelations to see what they plan for the global
human holocaust. And you must do so regardless of these swine forces, here, with other SS
and our team.
If one wants to experience and secure peace then they must fight.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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